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ABSTRACT
Cinematic games that require interaction with users are on the
rise and realism in AAA games is at an all-time high thanks to
advances in real-time rendering, including recently even real-time
ray-tracing. Most cinematic sequences in games look for input from
the user in the form of text selection on-screen. With the increasing
use of conversational agents, we believe that natural language will
be important for future interactions. However, to fit with the current
realism in games, we postulate that natural dialogue with a high
fidelity embodied agent would be an effective delivery. Our aim
is to develop realistic interactive avatars that respond not just to
voice input but can also react to a range of non-verbal cues and
display appropriate reactions. Our agent will have an integrated
vision system to sense the users non-verbal communication and
respond appropriately. We are investigating the relative roles of
body language, gesture, facial expressions and avatar fidelity in the
context of dyadic conversations with the human user.
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1 RELATEDWORK
Creating a life-like agent is a challenging task and involves combin-
ing expertise from a range of fields including psychology, linguistics,
computer graphics, and computer vision. The rapid development
in real-time rendering technologies has enabled incredibly detailed,
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high-quality virtual character appearances, often reaching photo-
realism [6]. However, when studying the use of artificial humans
as embodied agents, attempting to design a photorealistic human
can sometimes induce an negative response in viewers [11] which
has been attributed in part to a mismatch in realism between el-
ements of character design [4, 8, 14]. On the other hand, in some
studies, realistic characters were found to be appealing and a posi-
tive choice for viewers [2, 10]. Realistic characters might introduce
other perceptual effects, such as how trustworthy people find the
character [10], which information they disclose to it [12], as well as
different emotional response and personality perception [13, 15].
2 SYSTEM DESIGN
We integrate existing technological components into a novel em-
bodied conversational agent system. We use Unity 3D engine as
our main platform, with a Python and Google Dialogflow back-end.

2.1 Character
Our character is a custom high-end 3D-scanned model, created
by Eisko1, a leading Digital Double company (see Figure 1). The
character has over 200 blendshapes, inspired by Ekman’s Facial
Action Coding System with additional custom-created shapes for
emotion and speech. Because the character’s facial expressions have
been scanned at a high resolution, it allows for high-fidelity facial
expressions and micro-expressions, that would not be possible with
most current embodied agents in the literature. The character is
rendered using state-of-the-art shaders and advanced lighting and
post-processing effects.

2.2 Animation
The synthesized speech is sent from Google’s natural language
understanding platform Dialogflow2 and converted to lip move-
ments in Unity in real-time using the Oculus Lipsync3 Unity Plugin.
Natural head and facial movements are motion-captured in ad-
vance using Hyprface4 motion capture solution. The animation
system consists of a state-machine in Unity, which contains nat-
ural animation for each state to augment the lip movements (e.g.,
talking, listening, thinking). We ensure multiple clips and random
selection to avoid repetition. The state selection is driven by the
behavioural system, implemented in the controller script. Our next

1https://www.eisko.com/
2https://cloud.google.com/dialogflow/docs
3https://developer.oculus.com/downloads/package/oculus-lipsync-unity/
4https://www.hyprsense.com/hyprface
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Figure 1: Our embodied virtual agent with realistic appearance for games.

step is to incorporate rule-based methods for procedural generation
of non-verbal behaviours [9].

2.3 Vision System
Our current vision system senses the user’s facial expressions using
a standard RGB camera and the Hyprface utility which detects
and tracks 50 of the user’s facial action unit parameters as weight
values, and outputs per-frame activation levels for each action unit.
From these values, we can detect the user’s expression at a higher
level of detail than typical emotion-detectors which usually detect
just the 6 basic emotions, as proposed by Ekman. We analyse the
time series data from Hyprface to detect a number of non-verbal
communication gestures such as head nods and shakes. We aim to
expand this to include a wider range of body language cues from
the torso and arms.

2.4 Dialogue System
We use DialogFlow as our main dialogue system, which processes
the voice-based queries and sends back a response in synthesized
audio. Our Python controller script sits between Dialogflow and
Unity to allow for more complex dialogue functionality such as
prompting, interrupting, etc. The controller script is also used for
setting the system states (talking, listening, etc.) and for data col-
lection.

In human conversation, the lexical, syntactic, and prosodic form
or structure of utterances (how things are said), has long been
recognised to be as important as the content (what is said), and
clear differences have been shown between written and spoken
language. Conversational language uses relatively simple syntax, a
limited vocabulary, frequent repetition and backchanneling, and
sequential rather than embedded clauses [1, 3, 5]. Utterances tend
to be short, averaging less than two seconds in duration [7]. In
agent design, a further consideration is text-to-speech performance
– long utterances can easily be spoken by a synthesiser but sound
unnatural to human ears as they seem to happen on a physically
difficult single breath. To ensure that the system’s conversation
meets the affordances of a human user, utterances were designed
to be short, and syntactically and lexically simple.

2.5 Conclusion
We present an early-stage demo of our realistic agent responding to
some simple scenarios. In the future, we plan to develop novel user

sensing and agent responses. Because our main application is in
entertainment, we believe that the characters behaviour should be
realistic but also lighthearted. We plan a series of perceptual experi-
ments investigating the appropriateness of our avatar’s appearance
and dialogue in the context of novel game interactions.
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